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 We have previously developed a methodology1 for inferring experimental heat 
diffusivities in the plasma edge from measured temperature and densities profiles and other 
quantities which takes into account radiative cooling, recycling neutrals, convection, transient 
heating and other important effects.  More recently, working in consultation with several 
transport theorists and modelers, we have implemented the capability to also use the same 
experimental data to predict the heat diffusivities in the plasma edge according to various models 
and theories (ions—neoclassical2, itg3, drift Alfven modes4, radiative thermal instabilities5; 
electrons—paleoclassical6, etg7, tem8, drift resistive ballooning modes9, radiative thermal 
instabilities5) reported in the literature and used in transport codes.   

A comparison of experimentally inferred and theoretically predicted ion and electron 
thermal diffusivities has been made for 2 H-mode and 1 L-mode shots in DIII-D.  Threshold 
conditions for the onset of itg, the coupled tem, and etg modes were evaluated using the 
experimental data. The effects of ExB and dq/dr shear were investigated, using experimental 
values of the radial electric field and the safety factor. 

A summary of the results for the L-mode shot is shown in Figs. 1.(neo_ch = neoclassical 
Chang-Hinton, itg = ion temperature gradient, da = drift Alfven, ti = thermal instability, paleo = 
paleoclassical, tem = trapped electron mode, drb = drift resisitive ballooning).  Two values of the 
inferred experimental heat diffusivities are shown (stars):  “Eq56” uses the conductive heat flux 
profile, and “Eq60” uses the total heat flux profile. More detailed results comparing various 
models will be presented for the L-mode shot and for 2 H-mode shots.
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 Figure 1a  Summary of ion heat diffusivity   
comparison of theory with experiment for DIII-D  
ELM-free L-mode shot 118897. 
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Figure 1b  Summary of electron heat diffusivity   
comparison of theory with experiment for DIII-D  
ELM-free L-mode shot 118897. 
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